
CHAPTER V

Kant

KAlvr's theoryof ethics differs from Spinoza's and Hume's

far more radically than these differ from each other. The

most fundamental point of divergence is the following.

For Spinoza and Hume the notions of good and evil are

primary, those of right and wrong are derived from them,

whilst that of duty or obligation is barely mentioned. A
right action or intention is simply one that leads or is likely
to lead to a good result. For Kant the notion of duty or
obligation and the notions of right and wrong are funda-

mental. A good man is one who habitually acts rightly, and

a right action is one that is done from a sense of duty.
There is a second absolutely fundamental difierence between

Kant and Hume, at any rate, which may be mentioned at

once. Ethics for Hume is concerned simply with mankind.

It deals with the purely contingent fact that men have a

disposition to feel emotions of approval and disapproval,

and the equally contingent fact that in men this disposition

is excited by cont'emplating the happiness or misery of

human beings. Kant, on the other hand, holds that the

fundamental laws of morality are the same for every rational

being, whether man, angel, or God, since the ultimate

criterion of rightness is deducible from the concept of a
rational being as such. The relation of Kant to Spinoza on

this point cannot be stated briefly; it will suflrce to say

here that both, in their very different ways, thought that
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tlrn rlouble nature of man, as being partly instinctive and
pnrtly rttional, was of vital importance in human ethics.

Aftnr lhcsc preliminaries I will now give a critical account
ol Kuut's theory.

'l'lur thcory may be summed up in the following pro-

lxrrlliorrs. (r) Nothing is intrinsically good but a good will.
Knrrl. trics to prove this by taking other alleged intrinsic
grxxls, srrch as happiness, intellectual eminence, etc., and

rlrorvirrg that each may be worthless or positively evil when

rrol r:ornbined with a good will. This argument is fallacious.

l[ wtr irccept the alleged facts they prove only that a

grxxl will is a necessary co'nstitu-ent of any whole which is

Inlrlrrsit:tlly good. It does not follow, though it may of

oorlrrc lx: true, that a good will has itself anSz intrinsic
vnlttt.

(.r) A good will is one that habitually wills rightly.
(.1) 'l'hc rightness or wrongness of a volition depends

wlrolly on the nature of its motive. It does not depend on
llr ur:lrrrrl consequences. And it does not depend on its
Ittlr,ttrlt,rl conscquences except in so far as the expectation
rtl lhr.lc forrns part of the motive. Of course a mere idle
wlrlr lr of no moral value. But, provided we genuinely
Ity lo crrrry out our intention, and provided our motive is
tlglrl, llrr.rr tlrc volition is right no matter what its con-
to.ltton('rs rniry be.

(1) 'l'lrc nt:xt question that arises is therefore: " What is
llro lrllcrrou of rightness of motive? " Before answering
llth r;ttt'lliorr wc must draw some distinctions among volun-
lrty rl'lknrs. In the first place we may divide them into
Atlurnr on lmfulse and Actions on Prineipk I will begin
hy lllttrlrnting this distinction. Suppose that I want to
tllk'vr, u r:c1'lsil1 man who is in distress, simply because
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I like him personally or because the sight of his distress
makes me feel uncomfortable. Then I might not want to
relieve a precisely similar man in a precisely similar situation
if I did not happen to like him or if his distress were not
thrust under my nose. This kind of voluntary action is
impulsive. No doubt it has c{tctses; there is something in
the particular case which excites some conative disposition
in me. But it is not, strictly speaking, done for a re6r.son

or on any principle which goes beyond this particular case.
Now contrast this with the case of a member of the Charity
Organisation Society giving relief to a complete stranger.
He anaiyses the situation to see whether it does or does
not come under a certain rule or principle of action which
he has accepted. If it does, he gives relief; if it does not,
he refuses it. And he would treat in exactly the same way
any other man whose case had the same features. This is
an example of action on principle. The agent had a reaso?t,
for his action. And, if he stated his reason, his statement
would always take the following form : ,,This case has
such and such characteristics; and &ny case having these
characteristics ought to be treated in such and such a
way." Now Kant holds that an action cannot be right
unless it is done on some general principle, which the agent
accepts.

(5) This, however, is not a suff,cient criterion of rightness.
Kant divides principles or maxims of conduct into two
classes, which he calls Hypothetical, and Categorical, Im,pera_
tiaes. A hypothetical imperative is a principle of conduct
which is accepted, not on its own merits, but siinply as a
rule for gaining some desired end. Suppose that I refuse to
make a certain statement on a certain occasion, for the
reason that it would be a 1ie, and that lies ought not to be
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lolrl, Suppose that my ground for believing that lies ought
rr,l lo lrc told is that they undermine confidence and thus
rrrlrrr:c human happiness. Then the principle that lies ought
Irol lo l>c told would be, for me, a merely hypothetical
Itttlx.rirlive. It is accepted as a rule for maintaining human
Irrrlrlrirrcss, and not on its own merits. It is thus both con-
lirrgr,lrt and derivative. It is contingent, because conditions
rur r. <:onceivable in which lying would not reduce human
Itrrlrpincss, and in such conditions I should no longer accept
llu, lrrinciple. And it is derivative, because my acceptance
ul it in cxisting circumstances depends on my desire for
lrrrrrurn happiness. The latter is my ultimate motive for
rrot lying. A categorical imperative would be one that is
rrlrr'ptcd on its own merits, and not as a rule for gaining
norrrc rlesired end. If an action were done on a principle
wlrir:lr is a categorical imperative we might say that it was
tk.lnc tor a principle, and not merely oz a principle. In fact
w(' (:ir.n distinguish three cases, viz., action in accord,ance

rill, ;rction on, and action for a principle. An impulsive
'rclion might happen to be in accordance with a principle,
llrirrrglr it could not be done on principle nor for principle.
Nnw !(;tnt holds that there are categorical as well as hypo-
llrlicirl irnperatives; a view which many philosophers
worrll rr:jcct. And he holds that an action is right if and
orrly if it is done on a principle which is a categorical
lrrr;x.r'irtivc, i.e., if it is done/or a principle.

Wlry rlid Kant hold this view ? His reason appears to
l,r. llris. It seems evident to him that any action which, in
rr l:rv(.ll sit.uution, is right or wrong at all must be right or
wronf1, in that situation, f.or any rational being whatever,
rrrr nrrllr,r what his particular tastes and inclinations may
l,r' Now rrrry hypothetical imperative presupposes a desire
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for some particular kind of object. But different rational
beings, or different species of rational beings, might like
different kinds of objects. All men, a.g., dislike the kind of
sensation which we call toothache. But this fact has no
necessary connexion with their rationality. There is nothing
impossible in the supposition that there might be rational
beings who liked the sensation o{ toothache as much as

most men like the scent of roses. And it is conceivable that
there might be rational beings who have no sensations at
all; indeed many people would hold that this possibility is
realised in the case of angels. Therefore no hypothetical
imperative would be accepted by atl rational beings as such.
Hence, if there be any principles of conduct which would
be accepted by ali rational beings as such, they must be
accepted on their own merits and must therefore be
categorical imperatives.

(6) We come now to the final question : " What charac-
teristic must a principle of conduct have in order to be
accepted on its own merits by every rational being as such ? "
Kant's answer is that the feature which is common and
peculiar to such principles must be a certain characteristic

Jorm, and not anything characteristic in their contenl. And
the formal criterion is this. It is necessary and sufficient
that the principle shall be such that anyone who accepts
it as Zfs principle of conduct can consistently desire that
every one else should also make it their principle of conduct
and should act upon it. This supreme criterion Kant often
calls " the Categoical Imperative " or " the Moral Law ".
It would be better to call it the " supreme Principle of
Categorical Imperatives ". For it is a second-order principle
which states the necessary and sufficient conditions that
must be fulfilled by ar,y first-order principle if the latter is
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to be a categorical imperative and action determined by it
is to be morally right.

We may now sum up the theory. An action is right if
and only if the agent's sufficient motive in doing it is the
fitct that he recognises it to be required in the circumstances

lry a right principle of conduct. A principle of conduct is
riglrt if and only if it would be accepted on its own merits
by tny rational being, no matter what his special tastes
iurrl inclinations might be. It must therefore be a principle
wlrich is acceptable to rational beings simply because of its
itrlrinsic form, and not because it is a rule for gaining some

rk'sircd end. And a principle will be acceptable to all
nrlional beings if and only if each could consistently wiII
thitt all should adopt it and act on it. This is the essence

of l(ant's theory, as I understand it; and I will now make

urtrrt: cxplanatious and criticisms before considering the
fttt'llrt:r developments of the theory. I will begin with some

rxgrlirnations.

(r) What are we to say about actions which are deter-
tnirrr:rl by a mixture of causes ? Suppose I refrain from
lr,llirrg a lie to a certain man on a certain occasion. All
llu, krllowing three causes may be moving me in the same

rltrn:liorr. I may have a special feeling of iove or respect

furr lrinr. I may desire human happiness, and believe that
l1,rrr1i rrnrk:r the given circumstances would tend to diminish
ll Arrrl I may accept the principle that lies ought not to
lrr, lokl irs a categorical imperative. Does my action cease

lo lrr. liglrt because the first two cause-factors are present
rrrrrl irrr. nroving me in the same direction as the third ?

l(rrrrl cr,rtrinly talks as if this were so. But I do not think
ilurl lrr nccd have taken this extreme view if he had
tr,rogrrisrxl a certain ambiguity in the notion of "mixed
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motives". Suppose that three cause-factors, x, y, arrd z,

are all moving me in the same direction. It may be that
they are severally necessary and jointly sufficient to deter-
mine my action. ff so, the situation would properly be
described by saying that I have a single motive which is
internal,l,y cornplex. On the other hand, it may be that one

of these motive-factors, e.g., x, would have sufficed to
determine my action even if the others had been absent.

Now all that Kant needs to maintain is that, when there is
a plurality of cause-factors all moving the agent in the
same direction, the action would be right if and only if it
would stil,l have been done for a principle even though the
other factors had been absent.

(z) Kant has sometimes been counted as an extreme
advocate of the infallibility of the individual conscience.

This is a peculiarly foolish accusation. He nowhere suggests

that a single first-order moral principle is self-evident. On
the contrary the essence of his theory is to offer a single

necessary and sufficient criterion by which every suggested

principle of conduct must be tested and judged before it
can rightly be accepted and acted upon.

(3) Kant has sometimes been blamed because no particular
rules of conduct can be deduced from his general principle.
It is said to be " empty ", " sterile ", and " merely formal ".
Since Kant was perfectly well aware that his general principle
is merely formal and since he plainly regarded this as its
great merit, we may assume that this objection rests on a
misunderstanding. The relation of the Moral Law to par-
ticular Categorical Imperatives, such as " Lies ought not to
be told ", is not supposed to be iike the relation of the Law
of Gravitation to Kepler's Laws of Planetary Motion. It is
much more like the relation of the general principle : " All
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,rrllrrmcnts of the form'all IVI is P and all S is M entail
irll S is P' are valid " to a particular bit of reasoning of
llrrrl form, such as: " AIl men are mortal and all Greeks

,u(. uron, therefore all Greeks are mortal." You cannot
r[,rlrrt:t: any particular argument from the general principle
,l Ilrc syllogism ; but, if any particular argument in syliogistic
l,r rrr <;la.ims to be valid, you can test its claims by seeing

rvlrr,llrt:r it does or does not have the formal structure
r,'r;rrirr:tl by the general principle. Kant would say, I think,
llrrrl it is no more the business of ethics to provide rules of
r orrrlut:t than it is the business of logic to provide arguments.
'l lrc lrtrsiness of ethics is to provide a test for rules of conduct,

;u:il rrs it is the business of logic to provide a test for'
ir r llrr rnr:ttts.

I lurvc now, I hope, removed the more obvious mis-
rrrrrL,r'sltndings that may arise about Kant's theory. Let
rrrr llrt'rr lrcgin to criticise it. (r) We must admit at once,

.r., rr pltin matter of fact, that certain principles are accepted
rrn(l :r(:l(xl upon by many people who do not accept or act
rl,r)n llrcm simply as hypothetical imperatives. It is

1rr rlr.r'lly ct:rtain that many people accept and act on the

l,rrrrciPk' that lies ought not to be told, without thinking
,,1 wlr:llrur the results of lying are desirable or undesirable.

llir.rr. rrrr: then imperatives which are here and now cate-

l,,,ur;rl for ccrtain persons, and there is action for the sake

,,1 l,rirrciplt:s. To this extent Kant is right, and he has

potnllrl orrt utt important psychological fact which moralists

Itl,r lrlrnrozir and Hume tend to ignore. The utmost that a

llrrlrt,rrr:rn <xruld honestly say of such facts is that the

rrrrlr.r,rlivr.s which are now categorical for Smith must once

lr,rr', l,r.r,rr rttercly hypothetical, either for Smith himself or
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for earlier members of his society or race. Accepted originally
only as rules for gaining some desired end, they have now
acquired such prestige that Smith accepts them for their
own sake without thinking of their consequences. I am not
at present concerned to criticise this theory of the origin of
categorical imperatives. I wish simply to point out that
there are imperatives which are here and now categorical
for certain persons.

(z) We saw that the premise which is alleged to entail
the most characteristic parts of Kant,s theory is the
following. Any action which, in a given situation, is right
or wrong at all would be right or wrong lor any rational
being whatever in that situation, no matter what his special
tastes and inclinations might be. Now this premise seems
to me plainly false. I think it is true that some actions
would be right, and that some wo:uld. be wrong, in a given
situation, quite independentry of the tastes and incrinations
of the agent. 8.g., if he were a member of a board of electors
it would be his business to ignore his personal liking or
disliking for any of the candidates. But it is equally certain
that some actions would be right if done by an agent with
one set of tastes and inclinations and wrong if done in
precisely the same situation by an agent with certain other
tastes and inclinations. If the agent, instead of having to
decide whether to choose A or B for a professorship, had
to decide whether to make a proposai of marriage to A
or to B, it is perfectly obvious that his personal likings
and dislikings would be relevant to the rightness of his
action.

This conclusion may perhaps be reinforced by the
following consideration. Every one admits that what is
right or wrong for a given agent at a given moment depends
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Irr ;rirrl on the nature of the situation in which he is placed
rrl llrr: moment of acting. Now among the factors in the
rrilrrtlion are the tastes and inclinations of the other rational
lrr.irrgs with whom the agent is concerned. And, although
llrr,sr: rrre not relevant to the rightness or wrongness of some

rrr'liolrq, the5r quite certainly are relevant to the rightness
()r' wrongness of others. Now it seems very far-fetched to
sul)lx)sc that, whilst the tastes and inclinations of all other
rrrlional beings are often ethically relevant, those of the
irl3rrrt are never so.

'l'hc most then that I could admit is that there may be
r,orrrc actions which would be right and some which would
lx: wrong in a given situation no matter what might be the
l;rslr.s and inclinations of the agent. Since there are certainly
ollrcrs of which this is not true, Kant's theory of ethics
rnrrsl :rt best be incomplete. For his criterion at best will
r;,1rly only to this department of morality and not to
rrrorrrlity as a whole. Ferhaps this is the only parf of morality
lor wlrich any general criterion can be given; but that is
iitrotlrt:r matter.

(.1) Supposing that there are some actions which would
lrr, r ight and some which would be wrong in a given situation
ltil iltty rational being, does it follow that the principles on
wlrir:h such actions are done must be categorical and not
lrypotlrr-.tical imperatives ? Kant's ground for asserting this
l'r, irs wr: have seen, that a hypothetical imperative is accepted
orrly :rs a rule for gaining some desired end; and that there
r,, rro cnd which all rational beings as such must desire.
llri:. sccms highly plausible. But it is necessary to draw
rr rli:;l irrt:tion between two different questions. (a) Is there
rur!' r,n{l which all rational beings who contemplated it
u,rrrkl judge to be desirable? And (b) is there any end
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such that one could infer from the concept of a rational
being that any such being must judge it to be desirable ?

The answer to the second question is, no doubt, in the
negative. The concept of a rational being is the concept
of a being who is capable of intuiting necessary connexions,

of making inferences both deductive and problematic, and
of forming a priori concepts. It is quite impossible to see

directly or to infer deductively that such a being would
find anything desirable, still less that it would find so-

and-so-e.g., general happiness-desirable. We could, how-
ever, infer the hypotheticai proposition that, f anything-
a.g., general happiness-be intrinsically desirable, them stch a
being would be able to see this if he contemplated the
notion of general happiness. For this hypothetical pro-
position does follow from the premise that the being is
capable of intuiting necessary connexions, and this is part
of the definition of a rational being.

It should now be evident that the negative answer

which we have had to give to the second question has no

bearing whatever on the first question. Let us take a

parallel case from mathematics. We could not infer from
the concept of a rational being that all rational beings are

capable of seeing that the square-root of z is an irrational
number. We could infer only that, if this be a necessary

proposition , then all rational beings will be capable of seeing

its truth and necessity. Yet, in point of fact, the proposition

that the square-root of a is an irrational number is a necessary

truth, and all rational beings who are properly trained and
pay attention to the very simple proof of it can see this for
themselves. In exactiy the same way it might, 4.g., be the

case that general happiness is intrinsically desirable. In that
case every rational being rvho contemplated the notion of
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g,,rrr.r,rl lrirlrpiness with enough attention would be able to
rr.r, llrirl it is desirable, though it is certainly not deducible

Ir,,lr llrc trotion of a rational being that he should find

g,'rrr,r ir I Iutppiness desirable.

!!'r, scr: then that it is perfectly possible that there may

lrr. r'rrrls which every rational being who contemplated them

rt,ttull, itt, fuct recognise to be intrinsically desirable, although

llrr.rr. rrrc no ends with regard to which it could be inferred,

Ir.rrr tlrt: concept of a rational being that he would find

tlrr,rrr rlcsirable. It is therefore possible that even those

,rr liorrs which would be right or wrong in a given situation

rr.lirrrrllt:ss of the special tastes and inclinations of the agent

nr:rv lrc rlone on principles which are accepted as hypothetical,

irrrrl not as categorical, imperatives.

(4) l-t:t us suppose, however, that there are some principles

wlrir:lr arc accepted by all rational beings as categorical, and

n()t rncrely as hypotheticpl, imperatives. Kant, as we

lirrow, ckLims to infer from the concept of a rational being

t.!rr. nt:r:essary and sufhcient conditions which such a principle

rrrust fulfil. Can this be done ? It seems perfectly clear to
ulr tlrat it cannot. It appears possible only so long as the
con<:r:1lt of a rational being is left unanalysed in an atmo-

slrlrr,rc misty with the incense of adoration. When it is

lrrorrght into the common light of day and analysed, as we

lurvt: done to it, we see that one can no more infer that a
r:rtir-rnal being would recognise any principle as right than
tlrirt it wouid recognise any end as desirable. Still less

<'orrl<[ we infer from the concept of a rational being that it
woukl accept aII those principles and only those which
,rrrswered to a certain formal condition.

Why did Kant imagine that he could infer such a criterion
lrorn the concept of a rational being ? Presumably his mind

r27
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must have moved in the following way. If there be anything
which a rational being as such might be expected to dislike,
it will be logical inconsistency. So a rational being would
reject any principle whose acceptance uould, involve him in
logical inconsistency. Then Kant must have jumped, in
some way which I cannot pretend to explain, from this
proposition to the proposition that a rational being would
accept any principle whose acceptance would not involve
him in logica-l inconsistency. This is of course absolutely
indefensible, and charity bids us turn our eyes from the
painful spectacle.

The truth on this matter seems to me to be the following.
There rnay be principles which rvould be accepted as cate-
gorical imperatives by all rational beings. But, if so, each
is accepted because of its special content, and not because
oj any peculiarity in its form. I think that the principle
that gratitude is due to our benefactors is a plausible example
of such a principle. Now, if this would be accepted by any
rational being who understood the meaning of the terms
" gratitude " and " benefactor ", it is because there is an
intrinsic relation of. f,ttingness between the former kind of
ernotion and the latter kind of object. It is accepted
then, if at all, because a rational being can see that
a certain relation necessarily relates those two special
terms. It is not accepted because of anything in its general
form.

Again, it is possible that there may be some characteristic
which is common and peculiar to all the principles which
would be accepted as categorical imperatives by a1l rational
beings. If so, this characteristic might be abstracted and
used in future as a test for any principle which claimed to
be a categorical imperative acceptable to all rational beings.
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llrrt il is r;rrite certain that such a criterion, even if it exists,
r lrril lrot be deduced from the concept of a rational being.
ll tl r,xisls and can be discovered at all, its discovery and
oqlrrlrlirrlrrrrt:nt must take place in the following way. We
rlr,,rrlrl lr:rvc to compare a number of admittedly categorical
Irrrgx'lirlivcs with each other, and contrast them with a
Itturrlx.r' o[ principles which were admittedly not categorical
Itrrlx.rirlivcs. We might then discover that there is a certain
r lrrrlrr:lr,r'istic common and peculiar to the forrner. Finally
tvr, rrril;lrl lrc able to see by an act of intuitive induction that
,,,,1, tlrirrr:iplc which had this characteristic would necessarily
lx.rr cirlr.gorical imperative, and that the converse of this is
rr lno rr.r'r'ssllrily tnu:.

(5) l.r.t us now r:onsiclcr I(ant's criterion in greater detail.
'llrr,,rilr.riorr is tlurt:r principle must be such that any
trrlklrrrl lrr.irr6 wlro t)rolx)ses to accept it could consistently
wlll lllrl il r,lrorrlrl lrr: acccptcd and acted upon by every
r)lrt An l(rrrrl lxrirrls orrl, rr principle might fail to pass this
llrl lrr lwo rlrllr.rr.rrl wirys. In the first place, the very
rttlrlrrrllhrtr oI r,\,r.ry olu. rtr:littg irt a certain manner in
r etlrrlm r lt. ultnlrttr r,n rrriglrl lx, sclf -rxrntradictory. This
s'61,, llr, llrlrrhr, wlrrLl lr illrrrlritlcrl lry t.hc principle that
ivrrl y rrrr rlrutthl trlr,rrt lo lriry lriu:l< Itulnt:y which was

ntlgltrrrlly ll'ttl lu lrltrr ott ptoulrhc of tr'prt.ytttcttt. Sccondly,

llto nrrp;xrnlllorr ul r,\,..ry onr.irclirrg in ir t:crtain way in
r lr lrrln r lrlunrrlrrtrl',r trrigltl ttol lx' sr:lf-cotttradictory, but
ll trrtglrl lx. lltrrl llrrr conscrptcttt:t: o[ othcr pcople acting on
llrl'r prrrtcigrlr.worrltl lx: lo hinrlcr me from acting on it.
Irr llrrrl lirsr. I r:ottkl rtot consistcntly will that the principle
;,lrorrhl lrr. 11.ltr,r'rrlly rtcccpted and acted upon. Kant thinks
llrrrl llris r:rtst: worrltl bc illustrated by the principle that
lvr.ry ()n(: slroultl seck to make himself as happy as possible

I
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without regard to the happiness of any other man except

in so far as this subserves his own happiness.

It is very difficult to think of any principle which would
strictly be self-contradictory when generalised. I cannot
see that Kant's example of promise-breaking is a case in
point. If the principle were generally acted upon people

in difficulties would, no doubt, soon cease to be able to get
help from others by promises of repayment. So the real
position is that the desire that every one who has got out
of a difficulty by making a promise shall be allowed to
break the promise afterwards is incompatible with the
desire that every one who is in difficulties shall be able to
get out of them by making promises. The incompatibitity
consists in the fact that, human memory and human motives
being what they are, the fulfilment of the former desire

would prevent that of the latter. In fact human nature is
so constituted that, if the principle were generally acted
upon, there would very soon be no more cases for it to
apply to. This is plainly not, as it ought to be on Kant's
theory, a case of. sel,f-contradiction or purely forutal' in-
consistency.

The example of the second case is equally unfortunate,
though in a different way. If it is to be relevant at all we

must suppose that the principle of Egoism is accepted as a

categorical, imperative, and not as a mere rule for gaining

maximum personal happiness. My acceptance of the prin-
ciple therefore does not presuppose a desire for my own

happiness or a belief that this is the most effective way to
secure it. Now ail that Kant shows is that the acceptance
of this principle by others would be likely to lead to con-
sequences detrimental to my happiness. Thus he shows only
that my desire that every one should accept and act on
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llrn ;rrlrrr:iplc of Egoism would be inconsistent with my
rlorho krr nry own maximum happiness. And this is wholly
Ittolovnrrl. lior we ought to be testing the claims of Egoism

lrr lln rr rulegorical imperative ; and, as such, it does not pre-

ullrlxurt. tlrc existence of a desire for my own happiness.

Atrrl, xo frrr as I can see, if anyone did propose to accept

lltrt ptirrr:ipkr of Egoism as a categorical, and not as a hypo-
llrolh'nl, inrpcrative, there would be no way of refuting
lrlttr I slulrkl claim to see by inspection that he was

Ittlrlrkr.rr ; llrt there I should have to leave the matter.
'l lrr only importance of Kant's criterion is as a means

ul rrvoirlirrg ytrsonal bias. If I feel inclined to approve a
rorlrrlrr rrlliorr by myself in a certain situation it is always
rh'rllrlrlr. lo t:onsider what I should think if the same kind
ul rtr'lirrlt wcrc done in the same situation by another man.
ll I ltrrrl tlr;tt I should condemn it in another, and yet can
urn no rr,k.vlnt differences between him and me, the chances

rrro llrrrl nry iq)proval of the action in my own case is due
ln'rrrrrr, gx.r'sonrl bias. But it is important to notice that
lhlr 1ir hrci;rlc, like the Principle of Indifference in Probability,
lrutrrol lx. rrsrxl mechanically. I have to judge for myself
wlrnl rllllr,rr.rur:s between me and another are, and what
ilr, rrol, r.llri<:ally relevant to this kind of action in this
llrrrl ol rilrrtlion. And, beyond a certain point, this cannot
ln rnrlrrcr.rl lo gcncral rules.

! lrrvr. rurw criticised the most fundamental points in
Knrrl'r llrr.ory. I will therefore pass to the further develop.

Irronlrurl il. (r) l(ant gives two other forms of the Supreme

lrtlrr lph, of Mrlr:tlity. The second forrn is: " Treat every

rrlkurrrl lrlnr(, including yourself, always as an end and

m.rvot un rr nr(lrc rne&ns." The third form is: ," A principle
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of conduct is morally binding on me if and only if I can

regard it as a law which I impose on myself." He regards

the three forrns of the Moral Law as logically equivalent,

but thinks that each emphasises a different aspect of it.
I cannot see that the three forms are logically equivalent;
but the two additional principles are interesting, and deserve

some slight comment.
(a) The second formula plainly contains an important

truth, but it stands in need of some qualification. In the
first place so far from being thought wrong, it is thought
to be an act of specialiy heroic virtue in certain circumstances

for a soldier to sacrifice his life for his country, or for a
doctor to do so for his patients, or for a scientist to do so

for the advancement of knowledge. It must be admitted,
however, that, although we thus admire people in certain

circumstances for treating lhemselaes as mere means, we

should not feel justified in treating them in that way without
their consent. Again, there seem to be cases in which you

must either treat A or treat B, not as an end, but as a
means. If we isolate a man who is a carrier of typhoid,

we are pro tanto treating him merely as a cause of infection

to others. But, if we refuse to isolate him, we are treating

other people pro tanto merely as means to his comfort and

culture. The fact rvhich this formula exaggerates seems to
be the following. EJ"ry rational being (and, I should add,

every sentient being) has as such certain claims to con-

sideration which it is always wrong to ignore. But, although

such claims must always be considered, they need not, and

indeed cannot, allbe satis-fied in fi:Jl. For they may conflict

with each other, and then some comPromise must be struck

between them. And in certain cases we approve a man

for voluntarily abating or renouncing his claims, though we
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slrorrkl not judge it right to impose this abatement or
rr,rnrnciation on him in the circumstances.

(D) The third formula also contains an important truth
cxlrrcsscd in an exaggerated form. It is not necessary that
;r prirrr;iple of conduct should be " self-imposed " ; indeed it
r:; tlorrbtful whether any clear meaning can be attached to
t I r is r u;tion. But it is true that an action done for a principle
Ir:r:; rr<) moral value unless the agent Ireely and wittingly
;rlr:r,1rts the principle for which it is done. It is important
lo 1111[11;s, however, that a principle may be freely and
wrttingly accepted in two quite different ways. (i) I may
.rccr,pt it directly, because, on inspection, I persuade myself
tlr;rt it is right to act in such and such a way in such and
srrr:lr r:ircunrstances. (ii) I may not be able to see this
rlirr,r:lly. ltut I may be told that it is so by someone whom
I lrr.lit:vr: to have greater moral insight in general or in this
r;1x.r'r;rl rk.prrrtmt:nt of conduct than I have. Or, again,
I rrrilllrt lrr,lir,vr: that it had been ordained by a good God'
lor rr.il.,()n.i wlrir:lr I cannot understand but which are
r r.r l,rinly ;rrlr,r;11'r.1,.. In srr<,:h r:ases it would be my duty to
,1rrr.;rl llrr.;rrirrr'r1rk.;rrrrl ;r<:l orr it, cvcn though I could not
.,r., r1,, lrrrllr lry rlirr.r:l rrrr;1x.r:liorr o[ tltc tcrms. The kind
ol r,r,,r, rvlrrr lr l(,url',; llrrtrl lirlrrrrrllr is lneant to cut .out is
tvlr, r, llrr ;rrrrrr rlrll r,, ;rr'r'r'1ltt,rl ,,tt:t(l.y ()n tradition, or
mrtrlt'lrrrrr llrr. lr..rr llr:rl (iorl will ltrrrrish me if I do not
,rr I lr ,rr r,trl,lnr r. \i,rllr ll, lrr srrr:lr <:lLscs ltctions done from
Ilrr'r;,rrrr, rl,l,,w,,rrlrI pl;rirrl.y lurvt: rro rnclral value.

(.,) K,rrrt rlrirw:, ir vr:r'y inrportant distinction between
ll,.' tttlt,,t',ttill.y goorl (.Slarurrtutrt, lJomtm) and the com.plete

1',rxxl (1i1,1111rn (,'ott,sulttntutun). As we have seen, he holds
llr.r I .r rvill wlri<:lr lurbitually wills rightly is intrinsically good
,rrrrl llr.rt rrotlring else is so. Pleasure and pain, e.g., by
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themselves are neither good nor bad. Nevertheless pleasure

and pain are capable of adding to or detracting from the

total value of a situation. A being who wiils rightly
deseraes a certain degree of happiness, and one who wills

wrongly deserves a certain degree of unhappiness. The

moral valtte of each being who wills rightly is of course

quite independent of whether he gets the amount of happiness

which his right wiiling deserves. But the total, value of a
universe in which each being who willed rightly did get the

amount and kind of happiness which his right willing
deserved would plainly be greater than that of an otherwise

similar universe in which happiness was absent or was not
distributed on this principle. If we adopt a useful distinction
of M'Taggart's we may say that the total value in the

universe would be the same in both cases; but the total
value o/ the universe would be greater in the first case than

in the second. The complele good would be a system of

perfectly virtuous beings, each enjoying that amount and

kind of happiness which his virtue deserved; although the

only intrinsic good is right willing, and although an action

is never right if it be donepr the sahe orf a reward.

This doctrine of Kant's is perfectly consistent, and I
agree with a large part of it. I accept the notion of desert,

and I agree that it is better that there should be virtue
with the appropriate amount of happiness than the same

degree of virtue with less happiness. I am not, however,

convinced that pleasure and pain have no intrinsic value;
though I am more inclined to think that pain is intrinsically
evil than that pleasure is intrinsically good. Doubts on

these points would introduce many complications into the

elegant simplicity of Kant's doctrine; and it would be out
of place tc pursue the subject further here.

KANT

( 1) 'l'lrr: last point to be noticed is Kant's theory of
l\l'rr.rl ( )lrliga"tion. Kant, like Spinoza, is greatly impressed
wrllr llrt: rlouble nature of man, as being partly a creature
ol p,r;siorr, impulse, instinct, and sensation, and partly a
r,rlrorr:rl being. Kant and Spinoza both held that the
r.rliorurl zrspect of man's nature is the more fundamental.
Nlillrcr of them gave a satisfactory account of the relations
lrclwccn the two; but for this no other philosopher is in a
lrosilion to cast stones at them. Kant's theory is, roughly,
llr;rt the non-rational aspect of a human mind is the way
rrr which such a mind inevitably appears to itself. It is
rrt't'tllcss to waste much time over this theory. Either the
lrtrrnrur mind, as it really is, is purely active and rational
or it is not. If it is not, the problem of the relation between
llrt: active rational side and the passive, emotional, and
s('nsr.rous side remains where it was. But, if it is purely
:rr:livc and rational, the problem of how it comes to appear
to itsclf as partly passive, emotional, and sensuous arises

rrt once and is plainly insoluble. Most of Kant's theory of
frt:ctlom consists of a rapid shuffie between one and the
othcr horn of this dilemma, and resembles an unskilful
pt:rformance of the three-card trick rather than a serious
plrilosophical argument.

Still, the double nature of man remains a f.act, whatever
rrtay be the right explanation of it. And both Kant and
Spinoza held that the characteristic experiences of obligation
rrnrl moral struggle are closely bound up with it. It will be
rt:nrernbered that Spinoza said that, if, per impossib,ile, aman
wr:re born with nothing but clear ideas and active emotions,
lu: would not know the meaning of good and evil though he

would in fact enjoy the highest good. Now Kant dis-
tirrguislres between what he calls the Good Wil.l. and the
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Holy Wil'|,. And he ascribes the experience of moral obligation
in human beings to the fact that their wilis are good, but
not holy. A good will is one which always has the power

to act on right principles, but is also susceptible to other

kinds of solicitation, e.g., speciai impulses and passions,

desires for certain ends, and so on. The wills of human

beings, in this life at any rate, are in this state. They need

never act on these other solicitations, but they are always

subject to them. A holy will would be one in which every

tendency to action except for the sake of a right principle
was absent. Such a will rnust be ascribed to God, and it
may perhaps belong to angels and to just rnen made perfect.

Now, in the case of a holy will, there is no question of duty
or obligation. All obligation is the obligation of a being

whose rvill is good, but not holy, to act as if its will were

holy ; i.e., never to act on any motive but right principle,

although other motives do in fact solicit it. Kant holds

that the fact that we are under an obligation to act in this

way implies that we always could have done so even in
those cases where we in fact did not. If you ask him how

this is possible his answer is that, as we realiy are, we are

purely rational active beings and therefore can always

behave as such. The particular inclinations, impulses, and

passions are only aspects under rvhich a being who is purely

active and rational appears to itself.

I have already shown that this solution is rnetaphysically

impossible. It is equally unsatisfactory from an ethical

point of view. Either what appear to me as my passive

emotions and irrational impulses are purel,y delusive appear-

ances, or they correspond to something in my real self' If
it be a pure delusion that I have irrational impulses it must

be a pure delusion that I ever act on them, and therefore

KANT

rr plrre delusion that I ever act wrongly. If, on the other

lrirn<l, these appearances do correspond to something in my
rcrrl self, then it is indeed possible that I should really act

wrongly at times. But my self will really be rnixed; and

tlrcre is no explanation rvhy a self which is in fact of mixed

rrtture should always be able to act as if its nature were

prrrcly rationai. The tmth is that Kant takes the mixture
to be real when he is dealing with purely ethical questions,

rurtl takes it to be delusive when he is trying to give a
rationai theory of the metaphysical consequences which he

thinks are entailed by the ethical facts.

In Kant's theotogical works there are traces of a different,

but no more satisfactory, theory. If it be admitted that the

rrotion of duty has any application it must be admitted that
sorne actions which I actually have done are actions that
I ought not to have done, and that sorne rvhich I failed to

tlo ought to have been done try me. tsut to say that I did
X but ought not to have done it implies that I could have

ruvoided doing X. And to say that I omitted X but ought to
have done it irnplies that I could have done it. It must

thcrcfore be adrnitted that the fact of duty and moral

obligation implies that my present actions are not completely

dctermined by my present character and situation. Yet
tny actions are events in time, and Kant claims to have

lrroved in the Criti,que of Pure Reason that e"ll events in
tirne are compietely determined. The solution is to dis-

linguish between me as a noumenon and me as a phenomenon.

Iivery act of mine couid be predicted by a person who

l<new enough about my circumstances, my innate dis-

positions, my past actions, and the laws of empirical

psychology. But, on the other hand, the whole series of

rny acts, ernotions, etc., is the manifestation of a single
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noumenal self which is not in time. Suppose now that my
empirical self contains, among other events, certain wrong
actions. These, as we have seen, must be so connected
with the other events in my empirical self and the rest of
the empirical world that they could have been predicted
with complete certainty by anyone who had enough know_
ledge of empirical facts and laws. Nevertheless f am
responsible for them. For my noumenal self. could. haae
manifested itself in time as an empirical self which did not
contain these wrong actions but contained right actions
instead. And I cannot disclaim responsibility for the fact
that my noumenal self chose to appear as an empirical self
which contains wrong actions rather than as an empirical
self which contains nothing but right actions. For it is my
real self ; and the whole series of events which make up
my empirical self is just one possible manifestation of my
noumenal self, which the latter freely and timelessly chooses
in preference to other possible manifestations.

This theory has at least the merit of admitting that the
noumenal self can really choose wrongly. But the notion of
a timeless and undetermined choice by a'noumenon of the
series of phenomena by which it shall be manifested in
time is quite unintelligible. And there is a further difficulty.
We have to suppose that each noumenon independentty of
all the rest makes an undetermined choice of the series of
phenomena by which it shall be manifested in time. yet
these various independently chosen series of phenomena
must all fit into each other in such a way that the whole
phenomenal world forms a single system in which even the
minutest items are subject to invariable rules of sequence
and co-existence. This seems absolutely incredible. And
so both Kant's attempts to reconcile complete determinism
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in Jhe empirical self with the possibility of real wrong and
right doing seem to break down.

Nevertheless, from a purely ethical point of view, Kant's
theory of moral obligation seems highty plausible, if we put
it in the form that " duty " and " obligation " have meaning
and application only to beings who are fundamentally, and
yet not wholly, rational. And he is right in holding that
an obiigation to do or to abstain implies power to do or
abstaip. But it is a very diffrcult problem to say what
precise meaning is to be given to the two highl5, ambiguous
words " fundamentally " and " power " ; and it is certain
that Kant has failed to answer this question satisfactorily.

Kant holds that there is a peculiar kind of emotion
which a being who has a good, but not a holy, will experiences
when he contemplates moral purity. This emotion, which
he calls Achtung, is a species of awe. On such occasions the
being, who from his mixed nature belongs both to the
world of sense and to the supersensible world, is getting
a peep, and the only direct peep which he can get in this
life, into the tratter. This glimpse humbles and even frightens
him, in so far as his nature is partly animal and sensuous;
yct, at the same time, it exalts him, in so far as his nature
is fundamentally rational, by reminding him that he is a

citizen of the supersensible wor1d. Here again it seems

clear that Kant is describing a genuine fact in terms which
rnost of us can understand and accept in outline, even
though we might hesitate to follow him in points of
rletail.

It remains to say something about Kant's ethical argu-

Iru'nts for immortality and for the existence of God. The
irrgument for immortality is as follows. We are under a
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moral obligation, not merely to act righily on all occasions,
but also to make ourselves perfect. No* *" should not be
perfect until we had no inclination to act wrongly. And
we shall neier c"rse to have the inclination to act wrongly
unless we become purely rational, and the ,"r.rorr, iil_
pulsive, passive side of our nature is completely eliminated.
Now, in terms of time, this would take an infinite time to
accomplish. But, since we are morally obliged to aim at
this result, it musi be possibie to reach it. 

- 
Theiefore wp

must be immortal to allow us time to do so.
The following criticisms must be made on this argument :

(a) The command to make ourselves perfect is ,rJt ; ;"
taken literally. It is merely a rhetorical way of saying:
" Never be contented with your present level of moral
achievement." No doubt we alwayscan improve our moral.
e,haracters so long as we are alive. But this does not imply
that we shall ever be able to make them perfect. 1Ay fantb
prernises are really inconsistent with each other. One
premise is that morar perfection must be attainabre or it
could not be our duty to seek it. The other premise is thatit is attainable only after an unending time. And this is
sg1et1' equivalent to saying that it is not attainabte af ail.

The ethical argument for the existence or God is asfollows. Nothing is intrinsically good except virtue, which
consists in doing right without any ulterior motive. Every
one can always act virtuously whether God exists o. ,rui.
But, although virtue is the only intrinsic good., it is not, as
we have 'seen, the cornplete good. The complete good is
composed of virtue with the appropriate amount of happiness.
Now we can say of the compiete good that it ought lo exist.
But what ought to be must be possible, and therefore the
necessary conditions of its possibility must be actual. Now
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there is no necessary connexion between virtue and happiness
either logically or by way of ordinary natural causation.
There is no logical connexion, because virtue cannot be
defined in terms of happiness, and there are many other
kinds of happiness beside the feeling of satisfaction with
one's own virtue. And there is no causal connexion by the
ordinary laws of Nature. Virtue depends wholly on oneself,
and, on Kant's view, can always be realised no matter how
unfavourable the conditions may be. But happiness depends
largely on one's innate tastes and dispositions, on the state
of one's bodily health, and on external circumstances. And
a perfectly virtuous man has no more control over these
than a vicious one. The position then is this. The complete
good must be capable of existing, since it ought to exist.
One of its factors, viz., perfect virtue, is possible under all
circumstances. But the other factor, viz., the deserved
amount of happiness, will be realised only if the course of
Nature be deliberately overruled so as to secure it. 4"4
the only way in which we can conceive this happening is by
supposing that Nature is dependent on a powerful, benevolent,
and moral being, who arranges that in the long run virtue
shall be reward.ed by the appropriate amount of happiness.

This argument is open to the following criticisms:
(r) There are two different senses of " ought ", and one of
these involves factual possibility whilst the other involves
only logical possibility. If I say: " You ought to do so
and so," I do imply that you could. do so and so in some
sense which is not merely that there is no logical contra-
rliction in the notion of your doing it. But, if I say: .. So
tnd so ought to exist," I imply only that it would involve
no logical contradiction, and that'any being who could
bring it about ought to try to do so. But it does not imply
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that there actually is any such being. Thus Kant is entitled
only to the hypothetical proposition: " ff a perfect God
existed he would order the course of Nature so that virtue
would receive its appropriate reward in happiness." He is
not entitled to the categorical conclusion that such a being
exists. (z) It seems to me that there is a certain incon-
sistency between Kant's position in this argument and his
position in the argument for immortality. In the latter it
is assumed that we shall not be morally perfect until we
have completely got rid of the passive, sensuous, and
emotional side of our nature. 'In the argument about God
it is assumed that the happiness, which is an essential
feature in the supreme good, is not the mere consciousness
of virtue, but is something further added as a reward of
virtue. But how could we feel any such happiness if we
had no sensations or emotions left ?

CHAPTER VI

Sidgwick

Srocwrcx's Methods of Ethics seems to me to be on the
whole the best treatise on moral theory that has ever been

written, and to be one of the English philosophical classics.
'fhis does not of course imply that Sidgwick was a better
man or an acuter thinker than the other writers with whose

thcories we have been dealing; for he inherited the results

o[ thcir llbours, and he thus had over them an advantage

of thc kind which any contemporary student of mathematics

or physics has over Newton and Faraday. But, even when

lhis advantage has been discounted, Sidgwick must continue

[o rirnk extremely high. He combined deep moral earnest-

rrr,ss with complete coolness and absence of moral fanaticism.

I lis r:ryiucity for seeing all sides of a question and estimating

llrr.ir rt:lative importance was unrivalled; his power of

rrrrirlysis was very great ; and he never allorved the natural

rk,silt: to make up one's mind on important questions to
lrrrlry him into a decision where the evidence seemed in-
:r.rlt:<1uate or conflicting. Those who, like the present writer,
n(:vor had the privilege of meeting Sidgwick can infer from

lris writings, and still rnore from the characteristic philo-

sophic merits of such pupils of his as M'Taggart and Moore,

lrow ircute and painstaking a thinker and how inspiring a

tr.ru:hcr he rnust have been. Yet he has grave defects as

rr writcr which have certainly detracted from his fame.

llis style is heavy and involved, and he seldom allowed


